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REVA is a new Preferred Provider (PP) in USA

S

ince September, REVA
(USA) has joined the
International Assistance
Group Partnership Program as
Preferred Provider.
Aero Jet International and Air
Ambulance Professionals have
merged to form REVA a new
leader in the air ambulance
industry with an impeccable
safety record.
With more than 17,000 patients
transported in 39 countries and
over 100 years of combined management experience,
it remains their sole mission to ensure every patient
receives the highest level of medical care while being
transported with REVA.
REVA operates the largest fleet of dedicated, fixedwing, medically configured aircraft throughout the
Americas,
Caribbean
Basin
(including Cuba),
Mexico and Europe
and holds a $100
million
USD
aircraft
liability
insurance policy.
As the leader in
the industry, REVA works with most major insurance
and travel assistance companies, hospitals,
governments, the cruise line industry, as well as
intrepid travelers and their families with the sole
mission of getting patients home so they can feel
better.
Largest dedicated Fixed Wing company in the
Americas
-REVA owns and operates the aircraft
-Six dedicated Lear Jet 35’s
-120 employees full time &part time
-Over 17,0000 missions flown in 39 countries
-Cover the Americas and Europe
-100 Million USD Liability Insurance
-5 Million USD Medical Liability Insurance
-100% Safety Record

Offices and operations
Fort Lauderdale, FL
San Juan, PR
Coming Soon…
Arizona Office (January 15, 2013)
From
adventurous
sports
enthusiasts incurring injuries to
critically ill patients, REVA provides
medical transportation service 24
hours per day, 7 days per week,
anywhere in the world.
When patients need care that
cannot be provided during normal
travel or in the region they are
currently in, they call REVA.
REVA transport patients under the guidance of the
qualified medical crew consisting of:
-Critical Care Registered Nurses
-First Responder Paramedics
-Respiratory Therapists
-Critical Care / Emergency Physicians
REVA’s team and facilities
REVA’s medical flight team and aviation flight crew
leave nothing to chance. The mandatory training
regimen means every patient in transport receives
top-notch care with the latest medical techniques and
equipment available.
The medical flight
crews
receive
ongoing education
including periodic
human
patient
simulator (HPS)
training,
which
enhances
the
critical care and Advanced Life Support (ALS) skills
they use in flight. REVA is dedicated to having the
most qualified and medically ready aeromedical
transport team in the industry.
REVA’s fleet includes medically equipped Learjets and
prop aircraft that are capable of short range, as well
as long-range, domestic and international flights.
Each plane is custom configured to transport both
emergent and non-emergent patients. Its aircraft are

configured and staffed to resemble a self-contained
critical care unit.
REVA takes the
business of air
medical
transportation
very seriously.
Every aircraft is
certified by the
FAA
and
accredited by
EURAMI as exceeding the standard level of safety in
our industry. That means patients will fly on
meticulously maintained aircraft that is continually
evaluated, upgraded and inspected for safety
compliance.
REVA holds the prestigious EURAMI accreditation
EURAMI (European Aero-Medical Institute) is a
voluntary European designation of quality standards
and compliance. The level of patient care and overall
safety of the transport environment is paramount to
EURAMI accreditation. Therefore, the medical flight
crew must meet a higher standard during all phases of
every medevac.
Certificate & Permits
FAA Certificate #O2JA380K, Operated by Aero Jet
International, d/b/a
REVA, Inc. signifies full operational control of its
aircraft.
State of Florida: Department of Health – Bureau of
Emergency Medical
Services: Inter-facility Air Ambulance License.
Canadian
Transport
Agency:
Non-scheduled
international license.
US Department of Treasury: Cuban Assets Control
Regulation Landing Permit
French Department of Civil Aviation: Permit.

Flight Operations Center
REVA Worldwide Headquarters
Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport
1745 NW 51 Place, Hangar 73
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 954.730.9300
800.752.4195 954.485.6564
operations@flyreva.com

Puerto Rico Office
1035 Ashford Ave
Suite C-1
San Juan, PR 00907
787.724.1694
954.485.6564
operations@flyreva.com
Arizona Office January 15, 2013
Phoenix Sky Harbor Aviation
2802 East Old Tower Road
Phoenix, AZ 85034-6000
1.954.730.9300
operations@flyreva.com


Any question?
Contact Dawn Cerbone (Director of Marketing)
dcerbone@flyreva.com
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